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In the Soviet Union time, from 1941 up until 1991,

patent protection was not granted to chemical

substances – they could be protected only indirectly

by a method of their manufacturing. The main document

that regulated in those years for the protection of rights

for inventions was the Statute on Inventions and Technical

Innovations. In its Par.2, the Statute stated that author’s

certificates and patents could not be granted for solutions

obtained by a chemical process, and that such solutions

could be protected by new methods of their manufacturing.

The same Statute allowed for medicals, food and flavoring

substances obtained in a non-chemical way, granting

author’s certificates only and mentioning patent protection

as available for methods of their manufacturing. Author’s

certificates in that period are the main form of protective

document declaring the authorship of invention, and

allow the inventor to get remuneration for use of the

invention with exclusive right for invention belonging to

the Soviet State. The nature of author’s certificate as a

sort of State property is very illustrative on the above

mentioned example – the Soviet government intentionally

did not want to allow anybody’s monopolization of

domestic market by getting patent protection for chemical

and food products, while favoring inventive activity

about developing new methods of their manufacture. 

The first Patent law of the Soviet Union – and it happened

so that it became the shortest acting patent law with its

termination occurring less than a year after enactment

with the Soviet Union denunciation – introduced protection

for chemical substances in their broadest variety.

Furthermore, the Patent Law of the Russian Federation

that was enacted in year 1992 to substitute the Soviet

patent legislation similarly included chemical substances

in the list of protectable subject-matters.

Partially to compensate the previous practice and

partially to harmonize the Russian patent law with the

international agreements, the provisions on indirect

protection of products were introduced both in the Soviet

and then Russian patent laws. These provisions (that are

now contained in the Article 1358 of the Part IV of the

Civil Code of Russian Federation) expand protection on

a product not directly protected by a granted patent if

such product is made directly by a patented method.

Expressly, subpar.2 of Par.2 of this article declares that

when a product made by the patented method is novel,

then an identical product shall be deemed produced by

the patented method, unless it is otherwise proven. Such

provisions are also notable because they shift the burden

of proof to the defendant which, dissimilar to other

accusations on infringement, shall present own proof

on non-infringement rather than demand proof of

infringement from the plaintiff ’s side.

Concluding now the historical insight, it is to be

mentioned that in modern Russian patent practice the

definition “product-by-process” is mainly associated

with the cases of providing protection to a non-patented

but supposedly new product through a patented in

Russia method of its manufacturing. The most recent

comments, both legal and practical of the Part IV of

the Civil code, as well as general practice mainly use

terminology “product-by-process” without the word

“claim” in it, and even when word “claim” is used it

denotes a set of claims with method but without product

claims but potentially enforceable with regard to third

party products. Such tendency in the vast majority of

situations reduce “product-by-process” institute to

chemical or biotechnical substances only.

World practice, however, does recognize such term

more broadly. A product-by-process claim is understood

a claim that defines a product as own subject-matter by
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RUSSIA

features related or inherent to a process, e.g. of manufacturing. Such

understanding assumes existence of a product claim in the set of

claims contrary to the above mentioned indirect protection approach

that regulates a situation with absence of a product claim. Further,

the mentioned broad understanding of product-by-process claim

expands the art that is covered by them potentially to all technological

areas, but not only to chemistry or biotechnology. 

In all different approaches to admissibility of a product-by-process

format across various countries laws and regulations, it is common

that their use is limited to situations where the product could not be

defined in claims otherwise but by mentioning a process by which it

can be made.

Basing on such understanding, and noting the above mentioned

with regard to Russian legislative and regulatory tradition, we now

will try to find in acting Part IV of the Civil Code and the Russian

PTO regulations any concepts of what is broadly understood under

product-by-process claim type.

Russian patent legislation is silent on anything that may be interpreted

as special requirements to particular claim type setting forth in

Article 1375, generally that the specification of invention shall disclose

its essence in sufficient detail and that claims are to clearly express

the nature of invention.

The Russian Patent Office Regulations on inventions do contain

provisions that introduce certain requirements alike those inherent

to product-by-process claiming style, although there is no further

development of such requirements in the Regulations namely with

regard to product-by-process type of claims. In Par.38 of the Regulations

it is explained that a chemical composition of undetermined structure

may be characterized in particular by physicochemical and other

characteristics, as well as by the features of a method of producing if

they provide for distinguishing this composition from other ones.

Par. 41 of the Regulations allows characterizing essence of invention

related to microorganism strain, cell line or microbial consortium

by conditions of their cultivating. It is clearly seen, however, that these

requirements are set forth with narrow technical understanding of

product-by-process claiming institute as attributable only to chemical

and biotech solutions.

Therefore, the examination of the Russian Patent Office expectedly

will apply to the “product-by-process” type claims general approaches,

with somewhat minor specifics in the view of provisions of Par.38

and 41 explained above. Although the Russian PTO regularly issues

new updates on existing manuals on examination, internal guidelines

for examiners regarding special procedural situations in all previous

manuals of this type of claim was never mentioned. 

However, on the enforcement stage, the specifics of claims with

“product-by-process” appear far away from recognition as general

one. A notable example is a Special Written Opinion of Her Honor

It became the shortest
acting patent law with its
termination occurring less than a
year after enactment with the
Soviet Union denunciation.”
“
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Judge N. Rassomagina of IP Court in case SIP-196/2014. In this case

a decision of the Russian Patent Office appellate body – the Chamber

on Patent Disputes – on recognizing a utility model for “A case of

apparatus for disinfecting air” as invalid was appealed with the IP

Court. The Russian PTO recognized the disputed utility model patent

invalid because its claim contained a feature that a reflecting inside

screen was produced by vacuum deposition while the prior art

reference taught aluminum non-vacuum deposition. Such reference

was recognized by the Russian PTO as clearly novelty destroying

because the difference in the way deposition was made did not affect

the functioning of the patented utility model. The IP Court in appellate

hearing agreed with the Russian PTO conclusion that the patent was

to be considered invalid on the mentioned grounds, however Judge

N. Rassomagina expressed own opinion that both Russian PTO and

IP Court had not revised the arguments of the utility model owner

that the vacuum deposition allowed to produce a principally new

element of the apparatus comparing to simple depositing of a metal,

namely that the element after vacuum depositing obtains a new

reflecting surface having higher reflection factor than after a non-

vacuum metal depositing. 

The IP Court Presidium later agreed with the Judge N. Rassomagina

opinion and basing on further appeal of the patent owner dismissed

the Russian PTO invalidating decision remaining the patent in force.

At least this court case shows insufficient methodological support

of the Russian PTO for recognition and examination of “product-

by-process” type claims as requiring definite special approaches, both

on obtaining and enforcement of patent rights stages. It is the general

approach of the Russian PTO not to distinguish such type of claims

unless they characterize chemical or biotechnological products. It is

nevertheless clear that enforcement practice already dictates necessity

of elaborating the Russian PTO guidelines for their addressing the

“product-by-process” claims in their broadest meaning – both from

technical and procedural standpoints.

Negligence to development of methodological approaches for

treating such type of claims is certainly dangerous because may result

in granting patent rights contrary to public interests due to allowing

claims in which known features are substituted with literal constructions

introducing the same features but characterized through intentionally

complicated processes of their manufacturing or implementing e.g.

on some intermediate phases. Similarly inappropriate is rejecting

claims with features that indeed cannot be presented otherwise but

by processes with all their peculiarities which together with the rest

combination of features result in truly novel and inventive solutions

bringing technological advance.

Enforcement practice
already dictates necessity of
elaborating the Russian PTO
guidelines for their addressing the
“product-by-process” claims in
their broadest meaning.”
“
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